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Abstract 

An assessment of Cd0.9Zn0.1S window layer thickness and its impact on photoresponse uniformity in 

CdTe thin film photovoltaic (PV) devices is presented. A triple-wavelength laser beam induced current 

(LBIC) system provided a spatially resolved photocurrent mapping technique. Three diode lasers; λ = 

405, 658, 810nm gave photon absorption and carrier generation characteristics over the spectral range of 

the Cd0.9Zn0.1S/ CdTe devices. Two contrasting device structures were grown by metal-organic chemical 

vapour deposition (MOCVD), where the uniformity of the Cd0.9Zn0.1S window layer was known to vary: 

1. uniform 240 nm Cd0.9Zn0.1S/ 2 m CdTe and 2. a poorly nucleated 40 - 300 nm Cd0.9Zn0.1S/ 2 m 

CdTe. Calculated photon penetration depths, δp allowed for the separation of identified defects within the 

device cross-section. Cd0.9Zn0.1S pin holes were identified in 240 nm Cd0.9Zn0.1S/ 2 m CdTe where 405 

nm photon ‘punch-through’ into the absorber material was observed. These pin holes also led to a 

localised reduction in photoresponse at λ = 658 and 810 nm. In the device structure where the Cd0.9Zn0.1S 

window layer thickness was known to vary from 40 to 300 nm, CdTe pin holes were identified where 

localised ~ 50 m regions of reduced photoresponse, at all wavelengths were observed. Local variations 

in both Cd0.9Zn0.1S and CdTe thickness were also identified where variable absorption led to a distribution 

of LBIC photoresponse. It was demonstrated that reduced photoresponse uniformity at all incident 

wavelengths was related to reduced device shunt resistance, Rsh and open-circuit voltage, Voc. 
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1. Introduction 

CdTe has been at the centre of photovoltaic (PV) materials research for several years. It’s near 

optimum band gap of 1.45 eV and high absorption coefficient makes it a promising material for PV 

applications. The maximum reported CdTe cell efficiency of 16.5 % [1] has remained unchanged since 

2004; this falls significantly short of the theoretical maximum of ~ 30 %. In attempting to understand this 

discrepancy between the theoretical and the best experimental efficiencies more detailed measurements of 

the special variations in cell properties are required. Routine PV device characterisation techniques often 

include light and dark current-voltage (I-V) measurements and external quantum efficiency (EQE) 

measurements. These provide key parameters describing the performance of a PV cell, but inherently 

these techniques average measurements over the photoactive region of the cell, often limited by the front 

or back contact area. To achieve a degree of spatial separation and resolution, so that spatially resolved 

defects can be detected, requires a different approach. The beam induced current techniques [2, 3] have 

been demonstrated in several different forms; from electron beam induced current (EBIC), where an 

electron beam excites minority carrier generation [4], to optical beam induced current (OBIC), where an 

optical beam is used to achieve the same excitation process [5]. The optical beam in the latter example is 

typically generated via a monochromated white light source. An advantageous alternative to this is a 

single-mode fibre-coupled laser beam, where an easily manipulated, highly collimated and narrow band 

width beam, lends itself well to this application. This approach is known as laser beam induced current 

(LBIC) [6]. The LBIC technique can generate high resolution, spatially resolved, photoresponse 

measurements, where carrier generation uniformity can be mapped over an XY range. Further to XY 

spatial resolution, the LBIC generation depth can be calculated based on the wavelength dependent 

photon penetration depth, δp. This allows for defect detection within a device cross-section. All PV 

devices used in the investigation were grown in superstrate configuration using metal organic chemical 

vapour deposition (MOCVD). Cd0.9Zn0.1S is used as the window layer material [7], which has been 

demonstrated to broaden the optical band gap from 2.4 eV (typical for CdS) to 2.7 eV [8]. The thickness 

of the Cd0.9Zn0.1S window layer requires a balance of optical and electronic properties, thin enough not to 

block photons that could be contributing to the cell output and thick enough to ensure good pn junction 

quality. To investigate the effect of window layer uniformity on device photoresponse uniformity, 0.5 x 

0.5 mm
2
 LBIC maps on full Cd0.9Zn0.1S and 2 m CdTe devices were produced, where the Cd0.9Zn0.1S 

layer thickness was (a) 240 nm and (b) variably nucleated with thickness ranging from 40 - 300 nm. 

2. Experimental  

The reader is referred to Irvine et al [9] and Barrioz et al [10] for details concerning material structure, 

composition and thin film deposition. The laser beam induced current setup, used 3 single-mode fibre-

coupled diode laser modules, directed into a collimating lens and directional stages followed by an 

Olympus LUCPlanFl long-working distance dry objective lens. This enabled focussing of the beam to 

1/e
2
 beam widths = 10 m. A sample stage allowed electrical contacting to front and back cell contacts, 

this stage was mounted onto a manual z-translation stage and automated XY translation stage. Z 

translation enabled the sample to be moved into and out of the focal point of the incident laser beam, 

where x and y translation allowed for the sample to be passed beneath the incident laser beam in a pre-

defined raster pattern, an XY map of device photoresponse could then be generated. Data acquisition was 

fully software automated, and XYZ data was plotted using DPlot software. Beam widths were calculated 

from the marginal distribution of the incident beam between an on and off contact area over a single-axis 

line scan, this provided a reliable method to extract the 1/e
2 

beam width. Incident power densities were 

calculated using a calibrated silicon photodetector. Irradiance densities were set to an equivalence of 100 

mW cm
-2

, or 1 sun. All LBIC maps were scanned over a 0.5 x 0.5 mm
2 
area at three incident wavelengths; 

λ = 405, 658 and 810 nm. Light and dark current – voltage (I-V) measurements were recorded at 25 °C 
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using an Abet Technologies solar simulator, irradiance was calibrated to AM1.5 using a Fraunhofer ISE 

reference cell.  A custom I-V setup and software, using a Keithley 2400 source meter, provided J-V plots 

from which device performance parameters were derived. Wavelength dependent CdTe absorption 

coefficients, α, were calculated using Beer- Lambert’s law;  

     I = Io e
-αd

     [1]  

 

This allowed the derivation of photon penetration depth,  

 

     δp = 1/ α      [2] 

 

where transmission, I, through a full device structure, was measured using a silicon photodetector and 

picoammeter. The light incident, Io on the CdTe absorber layer was determined using a 240 nm 

Cd0.9Zn0.1S on ITO on glass standard, this accounted for reflection and absorption losses attributable to 

both the transparent conducting oxide (TCO) layer (ITO) and the Cd0.9Zn0.1S window layer. Each layer 

thickness, d, was determined from step profile measurements using a Veeco Dektak 150 profilometer. 

3. Results and Discussion 

3.1 Photon penetration depth 

Figure 1 shows the calculated photon penetration depth, δp in a device using a 240 nm Cd0.9Zn0.1S 

window layer, overlaid onto a cross-sectional SEM image of a full Cd0.9Zn0.1S / CdTe device structure 

[11]. At incident wavelength, λ = 405 nm, 1 – (1/e) photons will have been absorbed at a CdTe cross-

sectional depth of 213 nm, indicating that the LBIC measurement at this wavelength will be sensitive to 

Cd0.9Zn0.1S absorption and very shallow CdTe absorption, with close proximity to the depletion region. At 

λ = 658 nm and 810 nm, δp is measured at 1097 nm and 2005 nm respectively, indicating that LBIC 

photoresponse measurements at these wavelengths are within the spectral response region of the CdTe 

absorber layer. At λ = 658 nm the LBIC measurement will be sensitive to bulk CdTe defects and at λ = 

810 nm, sensitive to defects towards the back surface of the device. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Penetration depths within CdTe device structures using a 240 nm Cd0.9Zn0.1S window layer at incident laser beam 

wavelengths; 405, 658 and 810 nm. 
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(a) (b) (c)

3.2 Photoresponse uniformity in 240 nm Cd0.9Zn0.1S / 2μm CdTe 

 

Figure 2 shows 0.5 x 0.5 mm LBIC maps from a 240 nm Cd0.9Zn0.1S and 2 m CdTe device at 

incident wavelengths, λ = (a) 405 nm, (b) 658 nm and (c) 810 nm. Photoresponse is characterised by two 

primary observations:  

 

 A majority area of relatively uniform photoresponse at all 3 incident wavelengths. 

 The identification of pinhole defects (labelled with arrows).   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. LBIC maps over 0.5 x 0.5 mm area on 240 nm Cd0.9Zn0.1S / 2 m CdTe at (a) 405 nm (b) 658 nm and (c) 810 nm incident 

laser wavelengths. 

The plateau LBIC response at all wavelengths indicates uniform photoresponse at the 3 generation 

depths described in Fig 1. A low blue response corresponds with high absorption in the Cd0.9Zn0.1S 

window layer, where conversely, red and IR transmit through the Cd0.9Zn0.1S but are highly absorbing in 

the CdTe to produce relatively higher LBIC responses. The LBIC identified defects highlighted in Fig 2 

show that photoresponse is affected at all incident wavelengths, though the way in which the defect 

impacts the LBIC response does vary. At λ = 405 nm the defect is observed as a high ‘spike’ in 

photoresponse whereas, at λ = 658 nm and 810 nm, at the same XY coordinates the defect is seen as a 

‘dip’ in photoresponse. The triple-wavelength LBIC technique provides a diagnostic route to identifying 

the origin of the pin-hole defects within the cross-sectional structure of the device. The defects identified 

in Fig 2 indicate that ~ 50 μm diameter pin holes in the Cd0.9Zn0.1S window are responsible, where 

reduced Cd0.9Zn0.1S absorption leads to increased LBIC response at these localised areas. These 

Cd0.9Zn0.1S window layer defects are also shown to affect wavelengths that are absorbing in the CdTe 

absorber layer (  = 658 and 810 nm), where a pin hole in the Cd0.9Zn0.1S window layer is shown to reduce 

photocurrent in the CdTe, indicating that these regions represent localised areas where either carrier 

generation or minority carrier diffusion is poor. 

 

3.3 Photoresponse uniformity in 40-300 nm Cd0.9Zn0.1S / 2μm CdTe 

 

Figure 3 (a) – (c) show 0.5 x 0.5 mm LBIC maps of a 2 m CdTe device incorporating a poorly 

nucleated Cd0.9Zn0.1S window layer where thickness was known to vary from 40 to 300 nm. LBIC 

responses at all wavelengths contrast from the results shown in section 3.2; where, most notably, the 

presence of Cd0.9Zn0.1S window layer pin holes were identified. Figure 3 shows pin hole defects at all 

incident wavelengths, though contrasting from Fig 2 by appearing as drops in LBIC response at 405 nm 

as well as 658 nm and 810 nm. This indicates that pin holes in the CdTe, causing very low absorption, are 

leading to a sharp drop in LBIC photoresponse at all wavelengths. Furthermore, the Cd0.9Zn0.1S thickness 

distribution leads to a variable LBIC response over the full scanned area at all wavelengths; this is in 
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contrast to the plateau-type response found in Fig 2. Two different regions in Fig 3 are highlighted where 

thickness variations relating to both the Cd0.9Zn0.1S and CdTe layers can be seen; region 1 shows a pin 

hole defect where the surrounding LBIC response varies in each map. At λ = 405 nm (Fig 3 (a)) the 

average LBIC response was low, indicative of increased blue absorption and a thicker Cd0.9Zn0.1S layer. 

At λ = 658 nm (Fig 3 (b)) an increased LBIC response is measured, in contrast, at λ = 810 nm (Fig 3 (c)) a 

relatively low LBIC response was measured, this indicates that increased red but reduced IR absorption 

was occurring. This result can be explained by a localised region (over the scan area) of thin CdTe where 

1 - (1/e) absorption at 810 nm requires 2005 nm of CdTe. In contrast, region 2 in Fig 3 shows a relatively 

high response region surrounding the pin hole defect in each LBIC map, giving a ‘volcano’ effect.  In Fig 

3 (a) this is consistent with a thinner Cd0.9Zn0.1S layer, leading to reduced blue absorption. At λ = 658 and 

810 nm, a relative increase in local photoresponse can be explained by increased absorption due to a 

localised region of thicker CdTe which is leading to a higher LBIC response at both wavelengths.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. LBIC maps over 0.5 x 0.5 mm area on variably nucleated Cd0.9Zn0.1S / 2 m CdTe at (a) 405 nm (b) 658 nm and (c) 810 

nm incident laser wavelengths. 

3.4 Light/ dark current voltage (I-V) measurements 

 

Table 1 shows the device parameters derived from current – voltage (I-V) measurements over full 5 x 

5 mm
2
 contact areas. The device incorporating a variably nucleated Cd0.9Zn0.1S window layer leads to 

performance losses in both fill factor (FF) and open-circuit voltage (Voc) when compared to the device 

with a relatively uniform 240 nm Cd0.9Zn0.1S window layer. FF losses in these devices can be largely 

attributed to low shunt resistance (Rsh) which corresponds to the observed variability in window layer and 

absorber thickness over the scanned areas in addition to the CdTe pin holes. 

 

Table 1. device performance parameters derived from current – voltage (I-V) measurements of devices used for LBIC study. 

Device η % Jsc mA cm-2 Voc mV FF % Rs Ω cm
2 Rsh Ω cm

2 

240 nm Cd0.9Zn0.1S / 2 m CdTe (Fig 2) 10.9 23.0 667 70.9 2.6 2004 

40-300 nm Cd0.9Zn0.1S / 2 m CdTe (Fig 3) 8.3 23.8 626 56.0 4.0 719 

 

Voc is also demonstrated to decrease in the device with the poorly nucleated Cd0.9Zn0.1S window layer. 

This is likely related to the reduced Rsh where increased recombination, is leading to a reduced minority 

carrier lifetime. This will in turn increase the reverse saturation current and act to reduce the overall 

device Voc. 
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4. Conclusions 

A triple wavelength laser beam induced current technique has been used to assess the impact that 

Cd0.9Zn0.1S window layer uniformity has on (a) photoresponse uniformity and (b) overall device 

performance. Wavelength dependent penetration depths for each of the lasers were determined, allowing 

for the evaluation of each LBIC map in terms of physical device parameters, such as layer thickness and 

photon absorption. It has been shown that a uniform 240 nm Cd0.9Zn0.1S window layer leads to increased 

photoresponse uniformity at the incident wavelengths, λ = 405, 658 and 810 nm used. Though a majority 

of the area produced high LBIC response uniformity, pin holes in the Cd0.9Zn0.1S layer were identified 

using the triple wavelength technique. A variably nucleated Cd0.9Zn0.1S window layer where thickness 

varied from 40 – 300 nm demonstrated (a) low photoresponse uniformity at all wavelengths and (b) the 

presence of pin-holes in the CdTe absorber layer. Using the LBIC technique these photoresponse non-

uniformities were related to thickness non-uniformities in both Cd0.9Zn0.1S and CdTe layers, where 

variable absorption and a distribution of LBIC responses at all wavelengths were observed. Poor 

photoresponse uniformity highlighted by the LBIC measurements were shown to relate to both a reduced 

FF and Voc. Increased recombination in the device incorporating the variably nucleated Cd0.9Zn0.1S, is 

suggested as a viable cause for the deterioration in open-circuit voltage. 
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